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• Secondary strain induced localisation features (mostly
planar) that typically develop in porous sandstones
(Fossen et al., 2007).
Overview
• The development of deformation bands results in combinations of grain re-organisation, grain-
dissolution, cataclasis (grain-breaking) and precipitation of new cements.
• Commonly have reduced permeability (orders of magnitude less) than the host rock.
• Classification schemes based on mechanism of deformation or kinematically.
Griffiths et al., 2016
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• Current classification schemes don’t make assessments
for deformation geometry.
• The following proposed scheme can be used in
conjunction with others.
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Factors known linked to the formation of deformation:
• grain size
• grain sorting
• grain/clast composition (mineralogy)
• grain/clast roundness
• porosity
• burial depth
• lithification
• amount and duration of stress
• pressure exerted by porefluids during deformation
What about variations facies….? 
Facies Control? 
31 of 42 the stratigraphic units are aeolian
(exclusively or mixed).
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Transect data
• Total transect length of ~1.7 km (T1 – T8), with 812
deformation bands counted.
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Question: Do facies exert a
control on deformation band
frequency or style?
Answer: Yes… and…..no!..
…..but for a good reason 
Conclusions?
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Aeolian transport
• Discriminating grain selection.
• Dominant saltation transport method.
• Density of air (~1.3kg/m2).
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Questions?
